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MORNING MEETING 

MS. LORELEI, MS. RACHEL 
Each day during morning meeting we read a little from Deepak Chopra’s On My Way to Happy 
Life. Our song selector was happy to select dance party songs this week! 
 
READING PROJECT - GUIDED FOCUS 

MS. LORELEI, MS. RACHEL 
For our Research Week, we learned about different places in our community.  We visited Joan’s 
Perfect Pies and experienced some delicious pies!  Later in the week, we learned about the 
Rossetter family by exploring the historic Rossetter House Museum, which included a tour of 
the Graveyard.  For each place in the community, we collected Rolling Knowledge --words to 
help describe the areas we know about in the community.  Collecting knowledge and 
information about this topic will help to create our final product. 
 
Our PBL presentation date will be November 12 at 11:00am! 
 
STORYTELLING WORKSHOP II 
MS. LORELEI 
Emmitt, Carson, Trevir, Chase, Sebastian, Zander, Rhett, Hendrik, Charlie 
We learned about how to add description to our stories, including color words and other details. 
 
MATH I 
MS. RACHEL 
Kai, Bella, Lilly, June, Zoey, Maddox, Jenson, Karl, Olive 
This week in math we went outside! Students practiced writing their numbers 1-20 on the 
sidewalk with chalk. Then we played a number recognition game: I wrote the numbers 1-20 on 
the sidewalk in a big square and when I called a number out the students threw their wood block 
at that number.  
We also did a few counting stories. I read a story about bears coming and going and they 
counted the “bears” out using cubes on their fingers. We did the same thing with a story about 
cars and trucks.  
 
MUSIC 

MS. SARAH 
“Welcome to Music, glad you’re here…” Every music class starts with our classroom songs: 
Welcome to Music, One Bottle of Pop, and Waterspout! Our ukulele unit is in full swing, too. We 
are learning to play a C chord and the song Old Mcdonald! We practice taking turns and staying 
together in our ABC game, and we use strategy and focus in games like Chief and Statues in the 
Garden. Sometimes for a special treat, we play freeze dance! 
 



GARDENING 

MS. Mikael 
This week we got to see the massive mulch pile dropped over the weekend! We used pitchforks 
and wheelbarrows to collect mulch and put it around the mulberries in front of 1851. On 
Wednesday we planted dinosaur kale and marigolds in the market garden. Friday we watered 
our newly planted plants in the market garden and direct sowed radishes! 
 
ART ATELIER 

MS. DENISE 
All Students Tuesdays & Thursdays 
I love spending time in the studio with Journeys! They are always excited and never out of 
creative ideas. Our provocations this week are fall and Halloween themed. We made giant 
spider webs out of yarn, created ink-blot monsters inspired by artist Stefan Butcher, and of 
course - our favorite “build station”. We also introduced the sewing machines - how to keep it 
safe and the basics of how to thread and join two pieces of fabric together. We will continue 
exploring sewing in upcoming week along with more spooooky provocations.  
 
MATH II 
MS. LORELEI 
Emmitt, Carson, Trevir, Chase, Sebastian, Zander, Rhett, Hendrik, Ayrton, Charlie 
We linked our exploration of place value to adding with double digits.  The students continued 
their groupings of tens by using unifix cubes to measure different large items in the classroom 
and then using knowledge of tens and ones to count, compare and add. 
 
STORYTELLING I 
MS. RACHEL 
Kai, Bella, Lilly, June, Zoey, Maddox, Jenson 
This week students continued working on their spooky Halloween story. Students are moving at 
different paces based on their individual abilities so some students are still working on the 
illustration faze of their story and some students have moved on to the writing portion.  
 
COMMUNITY OUTING  
MS. LORELEI, MS. RACHEL 
We visited Joan’s Perfect Pies and the Rossetter House Museum and Graveyard this week! 
 
SOCIAL SKILLS CLUB 

MS. SYDNEY 
Carson, Chase, Emmitt, Maddox 
The students began social skills by learning examples of social skills, why they are important, 
and getting to know one another as apart of a group. Students drew a skill to say out loud and 
talk about why it’s important. We discussed topics such as handling disappointment, doing 
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things you don’t want to do, identifying feelings, making eye contact, carrying conversations, 
and other social skills. We chose conversation topics and shared fun facts about ourselves. Our 
second meeting together, we read a story about feeling different emotions on different days. We 
talked about how its okay to feel each emotion and what that emotion might feel like to us. 
Students played feelings jenga; acting out emotions and reading body language of peers, along 
with playing jenga strategically and with sportsmanship.  


